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Abstract –We report Bessel-like beam formation of acoustic waves by means of an axisymmetric
grating of rigid tori. The results show that the generated beam pattern is similar to that of
Bessel beams, characterized by elongated non-diffracting focal spots. A multiple foci structure is
observed, due to the finite size of the lens. The dependence of the focal distance on the frequency
is also discussed, on the basis of an extended grating theory. Experimental validation of acoustic
Bessel-like beam formation is also reported for sound waves. The results can be generalized to
wave beams of different nature, as optical or matter waves.

Bessel beams, originally proposed in optics [1, 2], are1

now at the basis of many applications due to their un-2

usual propagation properties [3–8]. The most celebrated3

property of a Bessel beam is that, in the ideal case, the4

field propagates invariantly, i.e. without any diffracting5

broadening, in contrast to the other canonical case, the6

Gaussian beam, where the beam experiences diffractive7

broadening in free space propagation. As a consequence,8

the field pattern in a Bessel beam possesses an infinitely9

extended focal line.10

Strictly speaking, Bessel beam is a solution of the wave11

equation in the form of a monochromatic wave with a12

transverse profile given by a Bessel function of the first13

kind, which by definition presents an infinite spatial ex-14

tension. This ideal case cannot be realized in practice15

(in the same way as ideal, infinitely extended plane waves16

cannot exist). However, approximate or imperfect Bessel17

beams of finite transverse extent can be excited by dif-18

ferent means, displaying not an infinite but an extremely19

elongated focal line.20

In optics, Bessel-like beams are usually formed by fo-21

cusing a Gaussian beam by an axicon [9], a transparent22

refractive element of conical shape, as shown in Fig. 1(a). 23

The beam in propagation through the axicon acquires lin- 24

early tilted (conical) wave-fronts, which results in an elon- 25

gated focus behind the axicon. As the axicon is not in- 26

finitely extended in transverse space, the resulting Bessel 27

beam is not perfect, and displays a focal line of finite ex- 28

tent. Optical Bessel beams have been also obtained by 29

acoustic gradient index lenses [10]. In electromagnetism, 30

Bessel-like beams have been generated from a subwave- 31

length aperture by adding a metallic circular grating struc- 32

ture in front of the aperture [11]. Such imperfect Bessel 33

beams find multiple applications, e.g. in optics for laser 34

inscription of patterns deep into transparent materials, or 35

for etching of deep narrow holes in laser manufacturing of 36

opaque materials, among others [3, 4, 6]. 37

In acoustics, Bessel beams of sound waves were also re- 38

ported [7,12], however are still not so broadly applied as in 39

optics, which is perhaps related with the lack of convenient 40

techniques of formation of such kind of acoustic waves. 41

Acoustic Bessel beams have been excited using acoustical 42

axicons [8], in analogy to the optical case. However the 43

most convenient way to form acoustic Bessel beams is by 44
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Fig. 1: (Color online) (a) Illustration of the formation of Bessel
beam by an axicon resulting in imperfect Bessel beam showing
a focus-line of finite extent; (b) Illustration of the formation
of Bessel-like beams by a plane of concentric rings, where con-
verging diffracted waves result in two elongated foci.

using annular transducer arrays [13]. Related theoretical45

studies include the scattering of Bessel beams by spheres46

[14], nondiffracting bulk-acoustic X waves [15] or non lin-47

early generated Bessel beams of higher harmonics [16,17].48

More recently, ultrathin planar acoustic metasurfaces by49

coiling up space have been proposed to generate acoustic50

Bessel beams [18].51

The present work proposes and demonstrates a tech-52

nique for acoustic Bessel-like beam formation using a53

structure made of concentric tori of circular section, called54

here rings for simplicity. We show that, under specific55

conditions, part of a diffracted wave collimates, producing56

an elongated focus. Moreover, different diffraction orders57

can result in different elongated foci, as illustrated in Fig.58

1(b). In the present work we demonstrate the feasibility of59

this idea by analytical estimations, numerical simulations60

and experiments. A simple analytical model based on an61

approach of axisymmetric diffraction gratings is used to62

estimate the focal positions and the extent of the focal63

line. Numerical calculations (using finite difference time64

domain (FDTD) techniques [19]) of acoustic waves prop-65

agating through such axisymmetric gratings were used to66

observe the complete acoustic field. Finally, the exper-67

imental verification of Bessel-like beam formation by an68

axisymmetric grating is reported. 69

Each element of the concentric ring structure is charac- 70

terized by two parameters, (i) the toroidal radius, rm and 71

(ii) the radius of the tube (circular section), Rm. The 72

rings in the axisymmetric grating have increasing toroidal 73

radii as rm = ma, where a is the separation between rings 74

and m is an element index, as shown in Fig. 1(b). The 75

continuity of the transversal component of the wave vec- 76

tor at the interface between the free propagation medium 77

and a linear diffraction grating with periodicity a, results 78

in diffraction of normal incident plane waves at diffraction 79

angles given by sinαn = nλ/a where λ is the wavelength 80

and n is the diffraction order. It is worth noting that ap- 81

proximately half part of the diffracted radiation converges 82

towards the symmetry axis and the other half diverge. Re- 83

sulting from the converging radiation, as it follows from 84

simple trigonometry considerations, each ring with major 85

radius rm is mapped to a particular distance along the 86

symmetry axis, given by 87

fn(rm) = fnm =
rma

nλ

√
1−

(
nλ

a

)2

. (1)

If the system of concentric rings extends from r1 (toroidal 88

radius of inner ring) to rM (radius of outer ring) in the 89

transverse plane, the focal line for the n-th diffraction or- 90

der will extend approximately from fn1 to fnM . In a lim- 91

iting case of infinitely extended ring structure (r1 = 0, 92

rM = ∞) Eq. (1) predicts an infinitely extended focus, 93

similarly to that of an ideal Bessel beam. 94

First, we perform numerical simulations in order to ex- 95

plore the character of the elongated focal line (also differ- 96

ent foci) due to the axisymmetric diffraction. For that, we 97

use a structure composed by a set of 50 concentric rings 98

with constant minor radius R = a/3, irradiated by a plane 99

wave. We notice that this structure is much larger than 100

that used in experiments (detailed below), therefore, the 101

Bessel-like features of focal line are more pronounced. For 102

the numerical simulations we calculate the wave propaga- 103

tion using the FDTD technique considering an incident 104

plane wave of unity amplitude, |p0| = 1 Pa. Figures 2(a) 105

and 2(b) represent the frequency dependence of the on- 106

axis amplitude and radial far field amplitude respectively. 107

Color map represents the amplitude of the acoustic field, 108

|p|, and continuous lines in Fig. 2(a) show the predictions 109

from Eq. (1) for the cases m = 1 and m = 50 for the 110

first three diffraction orders, n = 1, 2, 3. The focal spots 111

appear at normalized frequencies a/λ = n, so the diffrac- 112

tion angles at these frequencies corresponds to αn = π/2 113

(sinαn = 1). With increasing frequency, as shown in Fig. 114

2(a), foci elongate corresponding to analytical estimations 115

by Eq. (1) (white lines in Fig. 2(a)). The diffraction angle 116

decreases with the increasing frequency. Concerning the 117

angular far field distribution shown in Fig. 2(b), excellent 118

agreement between theory and numerical results are ob- 119

served. Different maxima appear due to different diffrac- 120

tion order, as a consequence of the focusing effect at near 121
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Fig. 2: (Color online) (a) Map of acoustic pressure along the symmetry axis (horizontal axis) for varying frequency (vertical
axis). Analytical estimations from Eq. (1) of focal line extent from fn1 to fnM are shown by solid white lines. (b) Map of
far field in angular direction (horizontal axis) for varying frequency (vertical axis), where analytical estimations are shown in
dashed black lines. (c) 2D pressure distribution for case of single focus (a = 1.03λ) on a cross section along the symmetry axis.
(i) Inset shows axial cross-section of the pressure field at a distance z = 5λ (solid black) compared with Bessel beam (solid
gray). (d) On-axis intensity for the cases a/λ = 1.1717 (red line) and a/λ = 1.6313 (blue line). Dashed line is an eye-guide to
show the linear dependence.
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field due to the finite size of the structure, in agreement122

with Fig. 2(a).123

Next, we analyze the acoustic field behind the axisym-124

metric grating for a particular frequency corresponding to125

a = 1.033λ (see horizontal dashed line in Fig. 2(a)). We126

study here the case when only one focal line appears. Fig.127

2(c) shows the field distribution on axial cross-section.128

The focus is substantially long, which is a signature of129

a Bessel-like beam. The latter is proven and illustrated in130

the inset of Fig. 2(c), where the transverse field profiles at131

the indicated distance behind the ring structure is plotted132

and compared with Bessel function.133

Finally, Fig. 2(d) shows the intensity distribution along134

the symmetry axis for two different frequencies: important135

to note that the intensity increases with distance until a136

maximum focusing distance, where it drops. The scattered137

energy is proportional to the area between neighbouring138

rings. Henceforth, the acoustic intensity along the focus139

increases with a linear trend overlaid of stray oscillations140

from fn1 to fnM , as shown in Fig. 2(d). These oscilla-141

tions are mainly due to the finite size of the structure:142

the edges of the diffraction grating result in fringes. The143

linear dependence of acoustic intensity along the focus is144

however modified if the thickness of the rings depends on145

their radius (see the experiments below). Moreover, the146

transmission efficiency of the structures is high as shown in147

Fig. 2(d), with a gain of amplitude g = |p|/|p0| = 12.5 for148

a/λ = 1.17 (red line) and of g = 9.76 for a/λ = 1.63 (blue149

line). We also note, that although the focal lines associ-150

ated with different diffraction orders partially overlap, the151

radiation due to higher order diffraction clearly dominates152

in the interference picture being the higher diffraction or-153

der presenting the biggest gain (see maximum values in154

Fig. 2(a)).155

For the experimental validation we designed a system156

composed by a set of 7 concentric rigid rings embedded157

in air. The rings are made of methyl methacrylate (plexi-158

glass), which acoustic impedance is much larger than that159

of the air (Zplexiglass/Zair ∼ 6000); therefore, they can be160

considered acoustically rigid. The variation of the toroidal161

radius in the structure is rm = ma, where a = 4 cm.162

The minor radius now is a function of the major radius,163

R(rm), following a hyperbolic secant profile like in the164

axisymmetric gradient index lens analyzed in Ref. [20].165

This profile slightly modifies the linear dependence of the166

intensity along the focus because of the changing of the167

area between the different tori. The hyperbolic secant168

used here increases the intensity of the components at the169

end of the foci because the area between the external tori170

is bigger than the area between the inner tori. In the171

same way, if the profile is inverted, i.e. the area is big-172

ger between the inner tori, then the near components are173

increased. Therefore, as we want to show the elongated174

focus produced by these structures, we use the hyperbolic175

secant profile with decreasing R with rm, in order to in-176

crease the far components. This profile produces clearer177

and better reproducible diffraction pattern with smaller178
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Fig. 3: (Color online) (a) Experimental set-up. (b) Numerically
calculated and (c) experimentally measured maps of on-axis
amplitude dependence for varying frequency (vertical). Solid
white lines indicate the extend of the focal line from analytical
estimations using Eq. (1) for f1(r1) and f1(r7). Dashed white
lines represent the frequencies shown in Fig. 4

number of concentric rings. All measurements were per- 179

formed in anechoic chamber to avoid unwanted reflections. 180

The source was a loudspeaker radiating a sound wave with 181

a white noise spectrum placed at 1.5 m in front of the 182

plane of concentric rings, a sufficient distance in order to 183

ensure that a nearly plane wave radiates the structure at 184

the frequencies of interest. A movable microphone located 185

behind the structure recorded the transmission spectrum. 186
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The experimental set-up is shown in Fig. 3(a).187

The quantitative study of Bessel-like beam formation is188

summarized in Figs. 3(b) and 3(c). Pressure color maps of189

Figs. 3(b) and 3(c) show the numerical and experimental190

frequency dependence of the on-axis amplitude produced191

by the used structure. In the experiment, we were able to192

measure frequencies until 20 kHz ( aλ < 2.3), i.e. we could193

achieve Bessel beam formation by the first diffraction or-194

der only. The expected dependence of the focal distance195

on frequency (compare with Fig. 2) is also evident in both196

numerical and experimental plots.197

We have also measured field cross-sections: an hori-198

zontal plane containing the symmetry axis (see Figs. 4199

(a-d)) as well as several axial cross-sections (see Figs. 4200

(e-j)). We focused on two particular frequencies, 10 kHz201

(a/λ = 1.17) and 16 kHz (a/λ = 1.88) (indicated by white202

dashed-dotted horizontal lines in Figs. 3(b) and 3(c)). For203

the analyzed structure the frequency of 10 kHz is close to204

the condition a/λ = 1, consequently, the first diffraction205

spot appears just behind the structure (see white dashed206

line in Fig. 3(c) as a reference). However, the frequency of207

16 kHz produces the elongated focus or Bessel-like beam.208

These two phenomena are both numerically and experi-209

mentally shown in Figs. 4(a)-(c) and Figs. 4(b)-(d) with210

good agreement.211

In order to see the symmetry quality of the beams pro-212

duced experimentally, we have also measured the axial213

cross-sections of the pressure field at different z-positions214

for above discussed cases of 10 kHz and 16 kHz (Fig. 4(e)-215

(j)). In both cases (i) the diffracted pattern is highly ax-216

isymmetric and (ii) the diffracting broadening of the cen-217

tral beam, along the extended focus, is almost negligible.218

The transversal profiles in Figs. 4(e)-(j) also illustrate the219

typical shape of the truncated Bessel function. It is sim-220

ple to predict the tendencies of the amplitude distribution221

along the focus for such a small number of rings. The222

longitudinal shape along the elongated focus seems to be223

not linearly increasing/sharply dropping, but correspond-224

ingly smoother. This is due to the small number of rings225

in the structure; also due to the difference in thickness of226

the rings.227

Concluding, we have demonstrated the principle of228

Bessel-like focusing in a system of concentric rigid rings.229

Although the size of experimental system was reduced (to230

7 rings), the main properties of the Bessel beam formation231

were demonstrated: the elongated foci along the symme-232

try axis, the Bessel-like distributions of the field in axial233

cross-sections, and the expected dependence of the focal234

distance with the frequency. The Bessel beam formation235

can be substantially improved, as follows from numerical236

calculations with larger number of rings.237

For technical applications, the Bessel beam formation238

can be modified and improved, according to specific needs,239

by some means as for example: (i) the use of not toroidal240

rings, but rather the ones with more sophisticated shapes,241

which would favour the converging part of the diffracted242

wave (i.e. to convert into Bessel beams nearly all radia-243

tion (note that the rings can converge as maximum the 244

half of initial radiation); (ii) the use of a ring structure of 245

adequate thickness which would allow tailoring the longi- 246

tudinal profile of the focus, according to the requirements; 247

(iii) modifying the radii of the rings (making the radii in- 248

crementing not linearly) which is another parameter al- 249

lowing the engineering of the focusing, and allowing to 250

optimize the focal structure; finally (iv) by using multiple 251

layers of rings at equidistant separations along the sym- 252

metry axis one could not only enhance the effect, but also 253

introduce another possibility of tailoring the focal spot, as 254

the interference from different planes will come into play. 255
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